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widowhood and accumulated large properties,
usually known as Upper and Lower Donaldson's;
one on Granville and one on Barrington.

RESEARCH IN PROGRESS

Description: A 3 1/2 storey wood frame building with a rounded corner and dormers.
An excerpt from Barrington Street Study, a forthcoming report by Joan Parsons-Doehler and Gary
Hanley.
For information concerning any bibliographic
material on this article please contact the
above mentioned through the School of Architecture at the Technical University of Nova Scotia
in Halifax.

The proceedings for the annual SSAC conferences
for 1975 and 1976 are now available for purchase. The price of $3.50 includes postage.
Orders may be sent to: SSAC, Box 2935, Stn . D,
Ottawa Kl P 2S9
Contributions to the Bulletin are always welcomE
We are undertaking a policy of "theme" issues,
based on geography. The schedule (including
deadlines) for the next two issues is: Quebec
(deadline July 1); Manitoba (deadline Sept. 1).
Points of View: Photographs of Architecture is
an exhibition prepared by the National Gallery
of Canada. Two hundred photographs are used to
illustrate the photographer's continued interest in documenting the built environment in
general and also in recording specific architectural structures. Curated by Ann Thomas
(SSAC), the show may be viewed at: Norman
MacKenzie Art Gallery, Regina, 28 August - 2
October 1981 and Mount Saint Vincent Art
Gallery, Halifax, 6- 29 November 1981

Stephen Otto, Ministry of Culture and Recreation, Toronto is continuing his programme of
thorough research into particular Ontario
architects. He recently completed a paper of
Henry Bowyer Lane, a Toronto architect responsible for Little Trinity Church, Toronto;
St. George the Martyr, Toronto; Osgoode Hall
additions, Toronto; Homewood mansion, Toronto
and St . Peter's Anglican Church, Lobourg.
Robert Hunter, Alberta Culture, Historic Sites
Service is presently conducting an architectural
history of churches in Alberta. Any information
on church architects in the province would be
welcome . R. Hunter, Historic Sites Service,
8820- 112 St . , Edmonton T6G 2P8

The Society is now preparing to publish a
selection of papers presented at the 1979,
1980 and 1981 meetings. Letters of invitation will be sent to all speakers before the
end of May 1981, and the deadline for returning papers will be September 30, 1981. If for
any reason you do not receive an invitation and
would like to publish your paper, please contact the Editor, SSAC Proceedings, Box 2935,
Station D, Ottawa KlP 5W9

The membership list for SSAC is provided for
the personal use of members. Commercial use
is prohibited without prior authorization.

